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Mètis Nation British Columbia Internal General Election Charade – Return of Bruce
(Vancouver, BC) The BC Mètis Federation is providing a statement today in light of the ongoing and new
developments concerning the upcoming Mètis Nation British Columbia (MNBC) General Election
scheduled for September 15th. The BC Mètis Federation has been critical of the handling of the MNBC
election by the current MNBC board and management. The initial attempts by MNBC representatives to
alter their own governance processes were clear on July 12th. This included a random vote by Métis
Nation Governing Assembly (MNGA) members regarding the Chief Electoral Officer and a decision to
hold their upcoming MNBC election only by mail in ballots. Both of these decisions were to be made
completely contrary to MNBC’s stated laws. BC Mètis Federation sent letters to MNBC but as usual there
was no response. Today BC Mètis Federation believes the current Chief Electoral Officer has been
improperly appointed. Furthermore BC Mètis Federation is unclear if the upcoming MNBC General
Election will in fact have polling stations or not.
Regardless this week BC Mètis Federation was also surprised to be forwarded information proving that
current MNBC President Bruce Dumont will seek re-election http://www.re-electbrucedumont.com/.
Mr. Dumont and several other current MNBC board members have been stating for years they were not
going to seek re-election. Clearly this is no longer the case.
BC Métis Federation President Keith Henry stated, “This is no surprise to BC Mètis Federation and a
major reason why we continue to encourage other Métis communities and current MNBC citizenship
card holders to terminate their association with MNBC. MNBC is not going to change and in light of the
serious financial issues MNBC has, why bother? We respect this is a personal choice but let’s consider
some of the hard cold facts of what Bruce Dumont and the current MNBC board created in only the last
four years:
1. Millions in new MNBC debt and still do not know the extent of the additional debt MNBC is
facing from this last year as the 2011-2012 statements are not out yet;
2. Purchased a school in 2009 without any mandate ignoring MNBC governance;
3. Failed at the school and trying to sell;
4. Started and failed at Meetso Catering;
5. Failed to be transparent or accountable regarding the MNBC Debt Recovery Plan despite clear
statements in their documents released in May 2011;
6. Almost no cultural support in four years for their Chartered Communities;
7. Almost no capacity support in four years for Chartered Communities;
8. Threatened people who stood up to him, for example in Fort St. John spring 2012;
9. Orchestrated law suits using MNBC resources against people who questioned MNBC;
10. Terminated countless Métis staff and today the MNBC has very few of our own people working
in the MNBC offices;
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11. Manipulated decisions regarding the controversial Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipelines Project
and despite a large majority of Métis opposition. Bruce has now signed on in support of the
equity deal;
12. Plus much more.”
President Henry added, “Mr. Dumont and a number of the current MNBC board members will likely run
again promising their MNBC members how they defend Métis self governance, etc.. Yes that same
MNBC governance where Mr. Dumont has used to remove communities such as Prince Rupert in 2009
where today the direct MNBC interference by him has resulted in nothing. Worse yet the new
organization in Prince Rupert MNBC tried to insert have not taken shape because individuals have taken
First Nation status. This is not the only place Mr. Dumont attempted to do this. In Fort St. John this past
spring he actually stated Fort St. John Métis Society cannot serve two masters in light of the fact this
organization has decided to work with the BC Mètis Federation. It appears Mr. Dumont feels he and the
MNBC are somehow the divine ultimate authority and their Chartered Communities and MNBC
citizenship card holders are to simply listen to their dictatorship. ”
BC Métis Federation President Henry concluded, “Mr. Dumont has been proven incapable of being
truthful. I heard Bruce state in a public forum in 2010 and again in 2011 that he was not going to run for
MNBC, well today this is false. I heard Bruce state that the Prime Minister gave MNBC stimulus money
of about $1.5 million in 2011. Well where is it? I have heard him repeatedly state that MNBC is in a
good financial position meanwhile the organization has realized over $3 million in new debt in only 4
years. There is so much more. Bruce and his supporters have literally pushed MNBC to almost complete
bankruptcy and that is a fact. Bruce has continued to financially benefit and we estimate received in
excess of $1 million for this position over the last 4 years. He conveniently became the MNBC President
and CEO and what has not been clear is how much has he been paid over the 4 years in these roles? No
matter what we think, the question is do his results justify such major remuneration while so many of
the Métis families struggle to meet their basic needs? I say absolutely not. I only hope Métis people
watching decide enough is enough and do not participate or support MNBC and this nonsense once
more day. You can take action by not voting or participating in the MNBC General Election. We can
move on and we are with the BC Mètis Federation.”
For more information about the BC Métis Federation please view the website.
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